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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a physics-informed machine learning (ML) framework to construct reduced-order
models (ROMs) for reactive-transport quantities of interest (QoIs) based on high-fidelity numerical simula-
tions. QoIs include species decay, product yield, and degree of mixing. The ROMs for QoIs are applied to
quantify and understand how the chemical species evolve over time. First, high-resolution datasets for con-
structing ROMs are generated by solving anisotropic reaction-diffusion equations using a non-negative finite
element formulation for different input parameters. Non-negative finite element formulation ensures that
the species concentration is non-negative (which is needed for computing QoIs) on coarse computational
grids even under high anisotropy. The reactive-mixing model input parameters are a time-scale associated
with flipping of velocity, a spatial-scale controlling small/large vortex structures of velocity, a perturbation
parameter of the vortex-based velocity, anisotropic dispersion strength/contrast, and molecular diffusion.
Second, random forests, F-test, and mutual information criterion are used to evaluate the importance of
model inputs/features with respect to QoIs. We observed that anisotropic dispersion strength/contrast is
the most important feature and time-scale associated with flipping of velocity is the least important fea-
ture. Third, Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Support Vector Regression (SVR) are used to construct
ROMs based on the model inputs. Then, SVR-ROMs are used to predict scaling of QoIs. Qualitatively,
SVR-ROMs are able to describe the trends observed in the scaling law associated with QoIs. Moreover, it
is observed that SVR-ROMs accuracy (which is the R2-score) in predicting scaling QoIs is greater than 0.9.
Meaning that, we have a good quantitative prediction of reaction-diffusion system state using SVR-ROMs.
Fourth, the scaling law’s exponent dependence on model inputs/features are evaluated using k-means clus-
tering. Based on clustering analysis, we infer that incomplete mixing occurs at high anisotropic contrast
and the system is well-mixed for low anisotropic contrast. Finally, in terms of the computational cost,
the proposed SVM-ROMs and SVR-ROMs are O(107) times faster than running a high-fidelity numeri-
cal simulation for evaluating QoIs. This makes the proposed ML-ROMs attractive for reactive-transport
sensing and real-time monitoring applications as they are significantly faster yet provide reasonably good
predictions.
KEYWORDS: Reduced-order modeling, machine learning, reaction-diffusion equations, anisotropic dis-
persion, non-negativity, finite element method, incomplete mixing, scaling laws.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The efficiency of many hydrogeological applications such as reactive-transport, contaminant remedia-
tion, and chemical degradation vastly depends on the macroscopic mixing occurring in porous media [1–5].
In the case of remediation activities, enhancement and control of the macroscopic mixing is fundamentally
influenced by the structure of flow field, which is impacted by pumping/extraction activities, heterogeneity,
dispersion, and anisotropy of the flow medium [6–11]. However, the relative importance of these hydrogeo-
logical parameters to understand mixing process is not well studied. This is partially because to understand
and quantify mixing, one needs to perform multiple model runs of high-fidelity numerical simulations for
various subsurface model inputs.
Typically, reactive-transport models are computationally expensive as high-fidelity numerical simula-
tions of these models take hours to complete on several thousands of processors. The associated degrees
of freedom (e.g., species concentrations at the mesh nodes or cell centers) to be solved at each time-step
is approximately between O(106) to O(109) [12]. As a result, such computationally-intensive models may
not be feasible for real-time calculations of certain important Quantities of Interests (QoIs) such as decay
of chemical species, product yield, and degree of mixing. Moreover, traditional numerical formulations
(e.g., standard Galerkin, two-point finite volume, etc.) for diffusion-type equations can produce unphysi-
cal solutions for concentration of chemical species [13–15]. The numerical solution quality is worse when
anisotropy dominates [9]. To overcome this problem, different types of numerical techniques were proposed
in literature [12,14–21]. Herein, we employ a novel non-negative finite element method (FEM) [12,17] to
produce high-fidelity non-negative numerical solutions. This non-negative FEM provides physically mean-
ingful concentrations for reaction-diffusion equations even under high anisotropic constrast. Hence, the QoIs
derived from species concentration obtained using non-negative FEM are always physically meaningful.
There is a pressing need to develop computationally efficient and reasonably accurate models for the
QoIs, which take seconds to minutes to compute on a laptop or on a edge computing device (e.g., Raspberry
Pi, Google’s edge TPU, etc.) attached to a sensor. An attractive way to construct computationally efficient
models (e.g., reduced-order models) is through machine learning (ML). Reduced-Order Models (ROMs)
(aka surrogate models) are similar to analytical solutions or lookup tables [22–25]. However, the methods
to construct ROMs are different compared to the approaches to develop analytical solutions. In general,
ROMs are constructed from either high-fidelity numerical simulations or experimental data or through
a combination of both. Various ML techniques (e.g., ensemble methods, kernel-based methods, shallow
and deep neural networks, etc.) exist in literature [26–31] to construct ROMs. These approaches can
substantially improve our capabilities to develop fast, accurate, and robust ROMs to predict contaminant
fate and transport under natural conditions and during remediation activities. In this paper, we use support
vector machines to develop ROMs and the reason to use them is explained below.
Support vector machines (SVMs) and support vector regression (SVRs) are a set of kernel-based super-
vised ML methods used for classification and regression [32–34]. SVMs are used for categorical variable pre-
diction while SVRs are used for continuous variable prediction. Given a known relationship/classification,
SVMs help to find/identify the class that the data belongs. In a similar fashion, given a set of continuous
higher-dimensional inputs and outputs, SVR tries to find the best relation that maps these inputs (e.g.,
features) to outputs (e.g., QoIs) using kernels. A main advantage of SVMs and SVRs is that the decision
functions use only a subset of training dataset/points called support vectors (SV), which makes them mem-
ory efficient. Such a succinct representation of the decision functions in terms of support vectors makes
SVMs and SVRs models effective even in high dimensional spaces and also in cases where the number of
dimensions is greater than number of samples. Other advantage of SVMs and SVRs is their versatility in
employing different kernel functions. For example, common kernels (e.g., linear, polynomial, radial basis,
sigmoidal, etc.) and custom/user-defined kernels can be specified in the decision function. In this paper
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(e.g., see the paragraph at end of Sec. 2), we choose the kernel based on the underlying physics of the prob-
lem. SVMs and SVRs have a nice mathematical formalism from which they are derived, making them more
attractive. In a nutshell, the SVM and SVR decision functions are the result of solving constrained opti-
mization problem that has a unique minimizer. A disadvantage of SVMs and SVRs is that if the number of
features is much greater than the number of samples then over-fitting occurs. To avoid over-fitting, adding
a penalty term/regularization term in the optimization problem is crucial. In results section, we investigate
the importance of various parameters (e.g, penality, kernel coefficients, tolerance, etc.) in classifying and
predicting the state of reactive-mixing.
In our previous work (by Vesselinov et. al. [35]), we have utilized a structure-preserving unsupervised
ML approach to discover hidden features in the high-fidelity reactive-mixing simulation data. This approach
provided physical insights on reactive-mixing progress under low and highly anisotropic conditions. It also
provided information on processes (e.g., longitudinal dispersion, transverse dispersion, molecular dispersion)
that contribute to the formation of product at early and later stages of time. However, the previous work
did not estimate the relative importance of various input parameters in predicting key QoIs and efficiently
emulate the high-fidelity model outputs. This is an important problem that we are attempting to tackle in
this paper. There is no existing methodology or closed-form mathematical solutions that can predict how
the variation of reactive-mixing input parameters (e.g., anisotropic contrast, molecular diffusion) impacts
the decay, production, and mixing of chemical species. Our goal is two fold: (1) quantify the influences
of the input parameters on species mixing, decay of reactants, and formation of the reaction product,
and (2) efficiently and accurately predict the state of reactive-mixing at different stages of time through
reduced-order or surrogate modeling.
The main contribution of this study is to develop physics-informed machine learning models to predict
the state and progress of reactive-mixing. The models for reactive-mixing QoIs are built on high-fidelity
numerical simulations that respect the underlying physics. An advantage of the proposed ML method
is that it is approximately O (107) times faster than running a high-fidelity reactive-mixing simulation.
Moreover, for QoI calculations, ROMs provide another added benefit, which is data compression. The
compression ratio is approximately O (10−4) (as the ROMs can be thought as a compressed version of post-
processed high-fidelity numerical simulation data). With minimal training data (e.g., 5%), the accuracy of
our SVM-ROMs and SVR-ROMs on unseen data is greater than 90%. Due to the increase in computational
savings with accurate predictions and high data compression, our ML methodology is ideal for usage in
comprehensive uncertainty quantification studies which require 1000s of forward model runs.
The paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 describes the governing equations for a fast irreversible bi-
molecular reaction-diffusion system. It provides details on the non-negative numerical formulation for
computing concentration of chemical species. High-fidelity reactive-mixing simulation datasets are gener-
ated by performing a series of model runs using a parallel non-negative FEM solver with different model
input parameters representing uncertainties in the underlying reaction-diffusion processes. This dataset is
used for constructing and testing ROMs using the ML framework described in Sec. 3. We also present
estimates and inequalities on the QoIs, which inform us that the species decay, mix, and produce in an
exponential fashion. Moreover, these inequalities on QoIs inform the ML framework that a suitable kernel
to model QoIs needs to be an exponential function. Sec. 4 provides results on the predictive capabilities of
SVM-ROMs and SVR-ROMs on the mixing state of the reaction-diffusion system. It quantifies the impor-
tant features that influence reactive-mixing. Computational efficiency, data compression, and accuracy of
SVM-ROMs and SVR-ROMs towards predicting the state of reactive-mixing at different stages of time are
discussed as well. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sec. 5.
2. DIFFUSION EQUATIONS AND A NON-NEGATIVE NUMERICAL FORMULATION
Let Ω ⊂ Rnd be an open bounded domain, where nd denotes the number of spatial dimensions. The
boundary is denoted by ∂Ω, which is assumed to be piecewise smooth. Let Ω be the set closure of Ω and
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let a spatial point x ∈ Ω, the divergence and gradient operators with respect to x are denoted by div[•]
and grad[•], respectively. Let n(x) be the unit outward normal to ∂Ω. Let t ∈ ]0, I[ denote the time, where
I is the length of time of interest. ] • [ denotes an open interval (i.e., the end points are not included) and
[•] denotes a closed interval1.
Consider the fast bimolecular reaction where species A and species B react irreversibly to give the
product C according to:
nAA + nB B −→ nC C (2.1)
where nA, nB, and nC are (positive) stoichiometric coefficients.
The governing equations for fast bimolecular reaction Eq. (2.1) without any non-reactive volumetric
source/sink are given by:
∂cA
∂t
− div[D(x, t) grad[cA]] = −nA kABcAcB in Ω×]0, I[ (2.2a)
∂cB
∂t
− div[D(x, t) grad[cB]] = −nB kABcAcB in Ω×]0, I[ (2.2b)
∂cC
∂t
− div[D(x, t) grad[cC ]] = +nC kABcAcB in Ω×]0, I[ (2.2c)
ci(x, t) = c
p
i (x, t) on Γ
D
i ×]0, I[ (i = A, B, C) (2.2d)
(−D(x, t) grad[ci]) • n(x) = hpi (x, t) on ΓNi ×]0, I[ (i = A, B, C) (2.2e)
ci(x, t = 0) = c
0
i (x) in Ω (i = A, B, C) (2.2f)
where ci is the molar concentration of i-th chemical species, D(x, t) is the anisotropic dispersion tensor,
and kAB is the bilinear reaction rate coefficient. c
p
i (x, t) and h
p
i (x, t) are the prescribed molar concentration
and flux on Dirichlet and Neumann boundaries ΓDi and Γ
N
i , respectively. Additionally, c
0
i (x) is the initial
concentration of i-th chemical species.
Using the non-negative linear transformations [17],
cF := cA +
(
nA
nC
)
cC (2.3a)
cG := cB +
(
nB
nC
)
cC (2.3b)
Eqs. (2.2a)–(2.2f) can be transformed to
∂cF
∂t
− div[D(x, t) grad[cF ]] = 0 in Ω×]0, I[ (2.4a)
cF (x, t) = c
p
F (x, t) := c
p
A(x, t) +
(
nA
nC
)
cpC(x, t) on Γ
D×]0, I[ (2.4b)
(−D(x, t) grad[cF ]) • n(x) = hpF (x, t) := hpA(x, t) +
(
nA
nC
)
hpC(x, t) on Γ
N×]0, I[ (2.4c)
cF (x, t = 0) = c
0
F (x) := c
0
A(x) +
(
nA
nC
)
c0C(x) in Ω (2.4d)
1 Note that the governing equations are posed on Ω×]0, I[ and the initial condition is posed on the Ω.
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and
∂cG
∂t
− div[D(x, t) grad[cG]] = 0 in Ω×]0, I[ (2.5a)
cG(x, t) = c
p
G(x, t) := c
p
B(x, t) +
(
nB
nC
)
cpC(x, t) on Γ
D×]0, I[ (2.5b)
(−D(x, t) grad[cG]) • n(x) = hpG(x, t) := hpB(x, t) +
(
nB
nC
)
hpC(x, t) on Γ
N×]0, I[ (2.5c)
cG(x, t = 0) = c
0
G(x) := c
0
B(x) +
(
nB
nC
)
c0C(x) in Ω (2.5d)
Since we are considering fast bimolecular reactions, we will assume that the species A and B cannot
co-exist at the same location x at any instant of time. Based on this assumption, once quantities cF (x, t)
and cG(x, t) are calculated, one can then evaluate cA(x, t), cB(x, t), and cC(x, t) values, via:
cA(x, t) = max
[
cF (x, t)−
(
nA
nB
)
cG(x, t), 0
]
(2.6a)
cB(x, t) =
(
nB
nA
)
max
[
−cF (x, t) +
(
nA
nB
)
cG(x, t), 0
]
(2.6b)
cC(x, t) =
(
nC
nA
)
(cF (x, t)− cA(x, t)) (2.6c)
2.1. Non-negative single-field formulation. Let the total time interval [0, I] be discretized into N
non-overlapping sub-intervals:
[0, I] =
N⋃
n=1
[tn−1, tn] (2.7)
where t0 = 0 and tN = I. Assuming a uniform time step ∆t, we define:
c
(n)
F (x) := cF (x, tn) (2.8)
First we will discretize with respect to time, using the backward Euler scheme, and so Eqs. (2.4a)–(2.4d)
lead to:(
1
∆t
)
c
(n+1)
F (x)− div
[
D(x) grad
[
c
(n+1)
F (x)
]]
= fF (x, tn+1) +
(
1
∆t
)
c
(n)
F (x) in Ω (2.9a)
c
(n+1)
F (x) = c
p
F (x, tn+1) := c
p
A(x, tn+1) +
(
nA
nC
)
cpC(x, tn+1) on Γ
D (2.9b)
n(x) •D(x) grad
[
c
(n+1)
F (x)
]
= hpF (x, tn+1) := h
p
A(x, tn+1) +
(
nA
nC
)
hpC(x, tn+1) on Γ
N (2.9c)
cF (x, t0) = c
0
F (x) := c
0
A(x) +
(
nA
nC
)
c0C(x) in Ω (2.9d)
Note that one can extent the proposed framework to other time-stepping schemes by following the
non-negative procedures given in Reference [36]. The standard finite element Galerkin formulation for
Eqs. (2.9a)–(2.9d) is given as follows: Find c(n+1)F (x) ∈ CtF with
CtF :=
{
cF (•, t) ∈ H1(Ω)
∣∣ cF (x, t) = cpF (x, t) on ΓD} (2.10)
such that we have
Bt
(
w; c
(n+1)
F
)
= LtF (w) ∀w(x) ∈ W (2.11)
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where the bilinear form and linear functional are, respectively, defined as
Bt
(
w; c
(n+1)
F
)
:=
1
∆t
∫
Ω
w(x) c
(n+1)
F (x) dΩ +
∫
Ω
grad[w(x)] •D(x) grad[c(n+1)F (x)] dΩ (2.12a)
LtF (w) :=
1
∆t
∫
Ω
w(x) c
(n)
F (x) dΩ +
∫
ΓN
w(x) hpF (x, tn+1) dΓ (2.12b)
and
W := {w(x) ∈ H1(Ω) ∣∣ w(x) = 0 on ΓD} (2.13)
A similar formulation can be written for the invariant cG.
The Galerkin formulation Eq. (2.11) can be re-written as a minimization problem as follows:
minimize
c
(n+1)
F (x)∈CtF
1
2
Bt
(
c
(n+1)
F ; c
(n+1)
F
)
− LtF
(
c
(n+1)
F
)
(2.14)
However, it has been shown that the Galerkin formulation leads to negative concentrations for product
C [17], which is unphysical. Instead, we will solve the minimization problem Eq. (2.14) with the constraint
that cF is non-negative, i.e.,
cF ≥ 0 (2.15)
A similar minimization problem with non-negative constraint for cG can be written as follows:
minimize
c
(n+1)
G (x)∈CtG
1
2
Bt
(
c
(n+1)
G ; c
(n+1)
G
)
− LtG
(
c
(n+1)
G
)
(2.16a)
subject to cG ≥ 0 (2.16b)
Upon discretizing Eqs. (2.14)–(2.16a) using lower-order finite elements, one arrives at:
minimize
c
(n+1)
F ∈Rndofs
1
2
〈
c
(n+1)
F ;Kc
(n+1)
F
〉
− 1
∆t
〈
c
(n+1)
F ; c
(n)
F
〉
(2.17a)
subject to 0  c(n+1)F (2.17b)
minimize
c
(n+1)
G ∈Rndofs
1
2
〈
c
(n+1)
G ;Kc
(n+1)
G
〉
− 1
∆t
〈
c
(n+1)
G ; c
(n)
G
〉
(2.17c)
subject to 0  c(n+1)G (2.17d)
where c(n+1)F , c
(n+1)
G are the nodal concentration vectors for the invariant cF and cG at time level tn+1,
respectively. The coefficient matrix K is positive definite and hence a unique global minimizer exists.
2.2. Reaction tank problem. Figure 1 provides a pictorial description of the initial boundary value
problem. The computational domain is a square with L = 1. On the sides of the domain, zero flux boundary
conditions are enforced. For all the chemical species, the non-reactive volumetric source fi(x, t) is equal to
zero. Initially, species A and species B are segregated. Species A is placed in the left half of the domain
while species B is placed in the right half. The stoichiometric coefficients are taken as nA = 1, nB = 1, and
nC = 1. The total time of interest is taken as I = 1. The dispersion tensor is taken from the subsurface
literature [37] and is given as follows:
Dsubsurface(x) = DmI + αT ‖v‖I + αL − αT‖v‖ v ⊗ v (2.18)
where Dm is the molecular diffusivity, αL is the longitudinal diffusivity, αT is the transverse diffusivity, I is
the identity tensor, ⊗ is the tensor product, v is the velocity vector field, and ‖ • ‖ is the Frobenius norm.
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We have neglected advection and the model velocity field is used to define the diffusivity tensor through
the following stream function [19,38,39]:
ψ(x, t) =

1
2piκf
(sin(2piκfx)− sin(2piκfy) + v0 cos(2piκfy)) if νT ≤ t <
(
ν + 12
)
T
1
2piκf
(sin(2piκfx)− sin(2piκfy)− v0 cos(2piκfy)) if
(
ν + 12
)
T ≤ t < (ν + 1)T (2.19)
where ν = 0, 1, 2, 3, · · · is an integer. κfL and T are characteristic scales of the flow field. Using Eq. (2.19),
the divergence free velocity field components are given as follows:
vx(x, t) = −∂ψ
∂y
=
{
cos(2piκfy) + vo sin(2piκfy) if νT ≤ t <
(
ν + 12
)
T
cos(2piκfy) if
(
ν + 12
)
T ≤ t < (ν + 1)T (2.20)
vy(x, t) = +
∂ψ
∂y
=
{
cos(2piκfx) if νT ≤ t <
(
ν + 12
)
T
cos(2piκfx) + vo sin(2piκfx) if
(
ν + 12
)
T ≤ t < (ν + 1)T (2.21)
In Eqs. (2.20)–(2.21), the input parameter T controls the flipping of the velocity field from clockwise to
anti-clockwise direction. v0 is the perturbation parameter of the underlying vortex-based flow field. Higher
values of v0 make the vortices skewed (ellipses) while lower values of v0 correspond to circular vortex
structures in the velocity field. αLαT controls the anisotropic dispersion contrast. Lower values of
αL
αT
means
low anisotropy and higher values of αLαT means high anisotropy. κfL corresponds to small-scale/large-scale
vortex structures in the flow field. Figure 2 shows the contours and streamlines of the velocity field given
by Eqs. (2.20)–(2.21) for different values of v0 and κfL. Small-scale and large-scale vortices are observed
when κfL is high and low, respectively. One can also observe that by varying the perturbation parameter
v0, the location of these vortices is not highly altered.
2.3. Upper and Lower Bounds on Quantities of Interests (QoIs). For reactive-transport ap-
plications, the following are the quantities of interests:
• Species decay/production, which can be analyzed by calculating average of concentration ‘ci’ and
average of square of concentration ‘ci’. These quantities are given as follows:
ci :=
〈ci(t)〉
max [〈ci(t)〉] , where 〈ci(t)〉 =
∫
Ω
ci(x, t) dΩ (2.22)
ci :=
〈c2i 〉
max
[〈c2i 〉] , where 〈c2i (t)〉 =
∫
Ω
c2i (x, t) dΩ (2.23)
• Degree of mixing, which can be analyzed by calculating the variance of concentration ‘σ2i ’ is given
as follows:
σ2i :=
〈c2i 〉 − 〈ci〉2
max
[〈c2i 〉 − 〈ci〉2] (2.24)
Note that the values for ci, ci, and σ2i are between 0 and 1 ∀ i = A,B,C, F,G. To this end, let Hm(Ω)
denote the standard Sobolev space for a given non-negative integer m [40]. The associated standard inner
product and norm are denoted by (•, •)m and ‖ • ‖m, respectively. Note that similar analysis can be
performed for other reactive volumetric sources [41]. We also assume that Ω is simply connected. Meaning
that, there are no holes in the domain. This assumption is needed for Poincaré-Friedrichs inequality to be
valid [42].
Theorem 2.1 (Estimates on QoIs for invariant-F and invariant-G). If ci(x, t) = 0 on ∂Ω× ]0, I[,
Ω is simply connected, and (D(x, t) grad[ci(x, t)]) •n(x) is bounded above and below by constants hi,lb and
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hi,ub, then
hi,lb meas(∂Ω)
max [〈ci(t)〉] ≤
dci
dt
≤ hi,ub meas(∂Ω)
max [〈ci(t)〉] ∀i = F,G (2.25)
and
− 2λmax
max
[〈c2i 〉]‖grad[ci]‖20 ≤ dcidt ≤ −2λminC2pf ci ∀i = F,G (2.26)
where λmin and λmax are the minimum and maximum eigenvalue of D(x, t) in Ω × [0, I]. Cpf is the
Poincaré-Friedrichs inequality constant.
Proof. From Eqs. 2.4a–2.4d, as the volumetric source/sink term is equal to zero, by employing diver-
gence theorem, we have
d
dt
∫
Ω
cF dΩ =
∫
∂Ω
D grad[cF ] • ndΓ =⇒ hF,lb meas(∂Ω) ≤ d
dt
∫
Ω
cF dΩ ≤ hF,ub meas(∂Ω) (2.27)
Dividing Eq. 2.27 with max [〈cF (t)〉], we get the desired inequality given by Eq. 2.25. This completes the
first part of the proof. For the second part of the proof, multiplying Eq. 2.4a with cF , using the divergence
theorem, and the identity that div [cFDgrad[cF ]] = Dgrad[cF ] • grad[cF ] + cFdiv [Dgrad[cF ]], we obtain
the following relationship
1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
c2F dΩ =
∫
∂Ω
cFD grad[cF ] • ndΓ−
∫
Ω
D grad[cF ] • grad[cF ] dΩ (2.28)
As we have assummed cF (x, t) = 0 on ∂Ω× ]0, I[,
∫
∂Ω
cFD grad[cF ] • ndΓ = 0. Appealing to spectral
theorem for symmetric and positive definite matrices [43], we have λmin‖grad[cF ]‖0 ≤ ‖D1/2grad[cF ]‖0 ≤
λmax‖grad[cF ]‖0. Using these relationships, Eq. 2.28 reduces to
−2λmax‖grad[cF ]‖20 ≤
d
dt
∫
Ω
c2F dΩ ≤ −2λmin‖grad[cF ]‖20 (2.29)
The Poincaré-Friedrichs inequality [42] states that: there exists a constant Cpf > 0 such that we have
‖u‖0 ≤ Cpf‖grad[u]‖0 ∀u ∈ H10 (Ω). Invoking this inequality on Eq. 2.29 gives the following result
−2λmax‖grad[cF ]‖20 ≤
d
dt
∫
Ω
c2F dΩ ≤ −2λmin‖grad[cF ]‖20 ≤ −
2λmin
C2pf
‖cF ‖20 (2.30)
Dividing Eq. 2.30 with max
[〈c2i 〉], we get Eq. 2.26. This completes the second part of the proof.
Repeating the same process for cG, we get inequalities given by Eqs. 2.25–2.26 for invariant-G. 
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Theorem 2.2 (Estimates on average of concentration ci). Based on the assumptions outlined in
Thm. 2.1, the quantity dcidt is bounded as follows
1
max [〈ci(t)〉]
(
hi,lb meas(∂Ω)− nikAB meas(Ω) max [cmaxF , cmaxG ]2
)
≤
hi,lb meas(∂Ω)
max [〈ci(t)〉] − (nikAB max [c
max
F , c
max
G ]) ci ≤
dci
dt
≤ hi,ub meas(∂Ω)
max [〈ci(t)〉] ∀i = A,B (2.31)
1
max [〈ci(t)〉] (hi,lb meas(∂Ω)− kAB meas(Ω) max [c
max
F , c
max
G ] (nAc
max
G + nBc
max
F )) ≤
hi,lb meas(∂Ω)
max [〈ci(t)〉] − kAB (nAc
max
G + nBc
max
F ) ci ≤
dci
dt
≤
hi,ub meas(∂Ω) + nCkAB meas(Ω) c
max
F c
max
G
max [〈ci(t)〉] +
nAnBkAB
nC
max [cmaxF , c
max
G ] ci ≤
hi,ub meas(∂Ω) + nCkAB meas(Ω) c
max
F c
max
G +
nAnBkAB
nC
meas(Ω) max [cmaxF , c
max
G ]
2
max [〈ci(t)〉] ∀i = C (2.32)
Proof. Integrating Eq. 2.2a and Eq. 2.2c, and employing divergence theorem, we have
d
dt
∫
Ω
cA dΩ =
∫
∂Ω
D grad[cA] • ndΓ−
∫
Ω
nAkABcAcB dΩ
=⇒ hA,lb meas(∂Ω)−
∫
Ω
nAkABcAcB dΩ ≤ d
dt
∫
Ω
cA dΩ ≤ hA,ub meas(∂Ω)−
∫
Ω
nAkABcAcB dΩ (2.33)
d
dt
∫
Ω
cC dΩ =
∫
∂Ω
D grad[cC ] • ndΓ +
∫
Ω
nCkABcAcB dΩ
=⇒ hC,lb meas(∂Ω) +
∫
Ω
nCkABcAcB dΩ ≤ d
dt
∫
Ω
cC dΩ ≤ hC,ub meas(∂Ω) +
∫
Ω
nCkABcAcB dΩ (2.34)
As 0 ≤ min [cminF , cminG ] ≤ ci ≤ max [cmaxF , cmaxG ] ∀i = A,B,C, from Eq. 2.33, we have the following
relationship
hA,lb meas(∂Ω)− nAkAB meas(Ω)max [cmaxF , cmaxG ]2 ≤ hA,lb meas(∂Ω)− nAkABmax [cmaxF , cmaxG ]
∫
Ω
cA dΩ ≤
d
dt
∫
Ω
cA dΩ ≤ hA,ub meas(∂Ω)− nAkABmin
[
cminF , c
min
G
] ∫
Ω
cA dΩ ≤
hA,ub meas(∂Ω)− nAkAB meas(Ω)min
[
cminF , c
min
G
]2 ≤ hA,ub meas(∂Ω) (2.35)
Dividing Eq. 2.35 with max [〈cA(t)〉], we get the desired inequality given by Eq. 2.31 for cA. Repeating
the same process for species B, we get the inequality given by Eq. 2.31 for cB. This completes the first
part of the proof.
For the second part of the proof, from Eqs. 2.3a–2.3b, we have the following inequalities on (cA, cB)0
(cA, cB)0 =
(
cF − nA
nC
cC , cG − nB
nC
cC
)
0
=
(cF , cG)0 −
nB
nC
(cF , cC)0 −
nA
nC
(cG, cC)0 +
nAnB
n2C
(cC , cC)0 (2.36)
−
(
nB
nC
cF +
nA
nC
cG, cC
)
0
≤ (cA, cB)0 ≤ (cF , cG)0 +
nAnB
n2C
(cC , cC)0 = (cF , cG)0 +
nAnB
n2C
‖cC‖20 (2.37)
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Invoking Cauchy-Schwarz inequality on (cF , cG)0, ‖cF ‖0, ‖cG‖0, and ‖cC‖20, we have following inequal-
ities
(cF , cG)0 ≤ ‖cF ‖0‖cG‖0 (2.38)
0 ≤ cmini
√
meas(Ω) ≤ ‖ci‖0 ≤ cmaxi
√
meas(Ω) ∀i = F,G (2.39)
0 ≤ meas(Ω) min [cminF , cminG ]2 ≤ min [cminF , cminG ] 〈cC(t)〉 ≤ ‖cC‖20 ≤
max [cmaxF , c
max
G ] 〈cC(t)〉 ≤ meas(Ω) max [cmaxF , cmaxG ]2 (2.40)
From Eq. 2.37 and Eqs. 2.38–2.40, we have
− 1
nC
meas(Ω) max [cmaxF , c
max
G ] (nAc
max
G + nBc
max
F ) ≤ −
1
nC
(nAc
max
G + nBc
max
F ) 〈cC(t)〉 ≤
(cA, cB)0 ≤ meas(Ω) cmaxF cmaxG +
nAnB
n2C
max [cmaxF , c
max
G ] 〈cC(t)〉 ≤
meas(Ω) cmaxF c
max
G +
nAnB
n2C
meas(Ω) max [cmaxF , c
max
G ]
2 (2.41)
From Eq. 2.34 and Eq. 2.41, we have
hC,lb meas(∂Ω)− kAB meas(Ω) max [cmaxF , cmaxG ] (nAcmaxG + nBcmaxF ) ≤
hC,lb meas(∂Ω)− kAB (nAcmaxG + nBcmaxF ) 〈cC(t)〉 ≤
d
dt
∫
Ω
cC dΩ ≤ hC,ub meas(∂Ω) + nCkAB meas(Ω) cmaxF cmaxG +
nAnBkAB
nC
max [cmaxF , c
max
G ] 〈cC(t)〉 ≤
hC,ub meas(∂Ω) + nCkAB meas(Ω) c
max
F c
max
G +
nAnBkAB
nC
meas(Ω) max [cmaxF , c
max
G ]
2 (2.42)
Dividing Eq. 2.42 with max [〈cC(t)〉], we get the desired inequality given by Eq. 2.32 for cC . 
Theorem 2.3 (Estimates on average of square of concentration ci). Based on the assumptions
outlined in Thm. 2.1, if ci(x, t) = 0 on ∂Ω× ]0, I[, then the quantity dcidt is bounded as follows
− 2
max
[〈c2i 〉]
(
λmax‖grad[ci]‖20 + nikAB meas(Ω) max [cmaxF , cmaxG ]3
)
≤ dci
dt
≤
− 2λmin
C2pf
ci ≤ − 2λmin
max
[〈c2i 〉] C2pf meas(Ω) min
[
cminF , c
min
G
]2 ≤ 0 ∀i = A,B (2.43)
− 2λmax
max
[〈c2i 〉]‖grad[ci]‖20 ≤ dcidt ≤ −2λminC2pf ci + 2nCkAB meas(Ω) max [c
max
F , c
max
G ]
3
max
[〈c2i 〉] ≤
− 2λmin
max
[〈c2i 〉]C2pf meas(Ω) min
[
cminF , c
min
G
]2
+
2nCkAB meas(Ω) max [c
max
F , c
max
G ]
3
max
[〈c2i 〉] ∀i = C (2.44)
Proof. Herein, we follow a similar proof procedure as outlined in Thm. 2.1 (where we derived Eq. 2.26).
Multiplying Eq. 2.2a with cA, using the divergence theorem, using cA(x, t) = 0 on ∂Ω× ]0, I[, and the iden-
tity that div [cADgrad[cA]] = Dgrad[cA]•grad[cA]+cAdiv [Dgrad[cA]], we obtain the following relationship
1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
c2A dΩ = −
∫
Ω
D grad[cA] • grad[cA] dΩ− nAkAB
∫
Ω
c2AcB dΩ (2.45)
From the spectral theorem, the Poincaré-Friedrichs inequality, and the relationship that 0 ≤ min [cminF , cminG ] ≤
ci ≤ max [cmaxF , cmaxG ] ∀i = A,B,C, we have
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− λmax‖grad[cA]‖20 − nAkAB meas(Ω) max [cmaxF , cmaxG ]3 ≤
1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
c2A dΩ ≤ −λmin‖grad[cA]‖20
− λmin
C2pf
‖cA‖20 ≤ −
λmin
C2pf
meas(Ω) min
[
cminF , c
min
G
]2 ≤ 0 (2.46)
Dividing Eq. 2.46 with max
[〈c2A〉], we get Eq. 2.43. Repeating the same process for cB, we get Eq. 2.43.
This completes the first part of the proof.
For the second part of the proof, we have
1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
c2C dΩ = −
∫
Ω
D grad[cC ] • grad[cC ] dΩ + nCkAB
∫
Ω
cAcBcC dΩ (2.47)
Invoking the spectral theorem and the Poincaré-Friedrichs inequality, we have
− λmax‖grad[cC ]‖20 ≤
1
2
d
dt
∫
Ω
c2C dΩ ≤ −λmin‖grad[cC ]‖20 + nCkAB
∫
Ω
cAcBcC dΩ ≤
− λmin
C2pf
‖cC‖20 + nCkAB meas(Ω) max [cmaxF , cmaxG ]3 ≤
− λmin
C2pf
meas(Ω) min
[
cminF , c
min
G
]2
+ nCkAB meas(Ω) max [c
max
F , c
max
G ]
3 ≤
nCkAB meas(Ω) max [c
max
F , c
max
G ]
3 (2.48)
Dividing Eq. 2.48 with max
[〈c2C〉], we get Eq. 2.44, which completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.4 (Estimates on degree of mixing σ2i ). There exist constants Ai, Bi, andMi such that
0 ≤ σ2i ≤ Ai +Mi e−Bit ≤ 1 ∀i = A,B,C, F,G.
Proof. From Eq. 2.24, we have 0 ≤ σ2i ≤ 〈c
2
i 〉
max[〈c2i 〉]
. That is, 0 ≤ σ2i ≤ ci. From Eqs. 2.26, 2.43, and
2.44, we have the following inequalities
dci
dt
≤ −2λmin
C2pf
ci ∀i = A,B, F,G (2.49)
dcC
dt
≤ −2λmin
C2pf
cC +
2nCkAB meas(Ω) max [c
max
F , c
max
G ]
3
max
[〈c2C〉] (2.50)
On integrating Eq. 2.49 and Eq. 2.50, we get the following relationships
ci ≤ 1Bi
(
Ai + e
−Bit) ∀i = A,B, F,G (2.51)
cC ≤ 1Bi
(
2nCkAB meas(Ω) max [c
max
F , c
max
G ]
3
max
[〈c2C〉] ± Ai ± e−Bit
)
(2.52)
where Ai is the integration constant, Bi = 2λminC2pf , andMi = ±
1
Bi . For i = A,B, F,G, we have Ai =
Ai
Bi and
for i = C, we have Ai = 2nCkAB meas(Ω) max[c
max
F ,c
max
G ]
3±Ai
max[〈c2C〉]Bi
such that σ2C is non-negative. From Eq. 2.51 and
Eq. 2.52, it is clear that 0 ≤ σ2i ≤ Ai + 1Bi e−Bit ∀i = A,B,C, F,G. The Poincaré-Friedrichs inequality
constant Cpf can be choosen such that 0 ≤ σ2i ≤ 1, which completes the proof. 
From Thm. 2.1–2.4, most of the times, we can expect that species A and B decay and mix in an
exponential manner with respect to time. Also, we can expect that species C is produced and mixed in
an exponential fashion (which forms the basis for choosing SVM and SVR kernels). Note Thm. 2.1–2.4
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provide lower and upper bounds on the species decay and mixing rates. For the above QoIs, we would
like to construct reduced-order models (ROMs) using machine learning (ML). In the next section, we shall
provide a ML framework to construct ROMs for QoIs given by Eqs. (2.22)–(2.24).
3. MACHINE LEARNING FRAMEWORK
In this section, we shall present a ML framework to preprocess data, perform feature analysis, identify
important features, and construct ML-ROMs.
3.1. Pre-processing and feature analysis. The features that correspond to QoIs include T , log[αLαT ],
κfL, log[vo], and Dm. Pre-processing and standardizing the features are needed for kernel-based ML
methods (as SVMs and SVRs are sensitive to feature transformations). This is because SVMs and SVRs
are based on distance-metrics or similarities (e.g. in form of scalar product) between training samples.
Feature scaling is performed to normalize data, which ensures that priority is not given to a particular
feature during ML-ROM construction. There are various types of feature scaling for ML. Examples include
standardization (or Z-score normalization) with zero mean and unit variance, Min-Max scaling or scaling
features to a given range, quantile transforms, power transforms, and feature binarization. As inputs (e.g.,
T , αL, αT , κfL, vo, and Dm) to the high-fidelity reactive-mixing model are non-negative, we use a Min-Max
feature scaling. This feature scaling estimator scales and translates each feature individually such that it
is in the range of [0, 1]. There are various advantages of this feature scaling for our problem. The main
advantage is that Min-Max feature scaling provides easier and physically meaningful interpretation relating
inputs to non-negative QoIs. Another advantage is that having features in this bounded range will result
in smaller standard deviations. This can suppress the effect of outliers. That is, Min-Max feature scaling is
robust to very small standard deviations of features, which makes the ROM development and predictions
sensible.
To understand the role of each input parameter or feature, we perform feature importance using F-test,
mutual information (MI) criteria, and Random Forests (RF) methods. F-test is an univariate statistical
test, which has a F-distribution under the null hypothesis. The main advantage is that it provides the
significance of each feature in improving the ML-ROM. But there are some drawbacks of using F-Test
for selecting features. F-Test only captures linear relationships between features and QoIs. In F-test, a
highly correlated feature is given higher score and less correlated features are given lower score. Note that
correlation is highly misleading because it does not capture strong non-linear relationships. As a result,
we use MI criteria and RF methods to identify features that are related to QoIs in non-linear fashion.
Mutual Information between a feature and QoI is a non-negative value that measures the dependence of
a feature to QoI. MI value is equal to zero if and only if a feature and QoI are independent. If MI value
is non-zero and corresponds to a high value, it mean there is a higher dependency between that feature
and QoI. MI methods can capture any kind of statistical dependency. However, they are computationally
intensive and require more training samples for accurate estimation of a non-linear relationship, as these
methods are non-parametric. RF is an ensemble learning method that combines the predictions of several
decision trees in order to enhance generalizability and robustness over a single tree-based model. They
are one of the successful ML methods because they provide good predictions, have low overfitting, and
are easy to interpret. Decision Trees keep the most important features near the root of the tree. Hence,
constructing a decision tree involves calculating the best predictive feature. By averaging the prediction
estimates of several decision trees, RF method reduces the variance of such an estimate and uses it for
calculating feature importance. As a result, RF method provides the relative importance of each feature
with respect to the predictability of QoI.
For the sake of illustration purposes, we have divided the mixing state of the system in to four different
classes. Each class provides information on the degree of mixing. Class-1 corresponds to well-mixed/strong
mixed system. For this class, σ2i is between 0.0 to 0.25. As time progress the system tends to mix well
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and the value for degree of mixing tends to 0.0. Class-2 represents moderate mixing. For this class, σ2i is
between 0.25 to 0.5. Class-3 represents weak mixing. For this class, σ2i is between 0.5 to 0.75. These two
classes provide details on the mixing state at moderate times or when anisotropy is dominant. Class-4
corresponds to confined/ultra-weak mixing. For this class, σ2i is between 0.75 to 1.0. This state corresponds
to system that is segregated, which happens during the initial times. Note that, we can define more classes
(or states of mixing) if needed. Then, the classification ROMs have to be re-trained to predict the new
classes. In addition to classifying the state of mixing, we construct surrogate models for a continuous value
of degree of mixing. In the next subsection, we provide details on the construction of ML-ROMs for both
classification and regression.
3.2. Mathematical formulation for SVR-ROMs and SVM-ROMs. Given training inputs (e.g.,
data vectors or samples) xi ∈ Rp where i = 1, 2, · · · , n and a target vector y ∈ Rn, then ε-insensitive SVR
is formulated as minimization of the following functional (primal problem) [34]:
minimize
w,b,ζ,ζ∗
1
2
〈w;w〉+ P
n∑
i=1
(ζi + ζ
∗
i ) (3.1)
subject to

yi −w • φ(xi)− b ≤ ε+ ζi
w • φ(xi) + b− yi ≤ ε+ ζ∗i
ζi, ζ
∗
i ≥ 0, ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , n
(3.2)
where w is the weight vector or normal vector to the separating hyperplane. P is the regularization
parameter to prevent over-fitting. It is a positive number that controls the penalty imposed on training
data that lie outside the ε-band. Moreover, P determines the trade-off between the SVR-ROM complexity
and the degree to which deviations larger than ε are tolerated in the constrained optimization problem.
The parameter ε controls the width of the ε-insensitive zone. The value of ε can affect the number of
support vectors used to construct the regression decision function. Bigger ε-value means that fewer support
vectors are selected. On the other hand, bigger ε-values results in ‘more flat’ estimates, meaning that,
predictions of SVR-ROM are less sensitive to perturbations in the model inputs. b is the bias term. ζi and
ζ∗i are non-negative slack variables to measure the deviation of training data outside ε-insensitive band. yi
is the i-th element of the target vector y. φ(xi) is non-linear mapping of training data xi into a higher
dimensional feature space such that one can perform a linear regression on the transformed data points
φ(xi).
Figure 3 provides a pictorial description of maximum margin hyperplane, support vectors, and non-
linear mapping function from input space to feature space. The top left and top right figure shows an
example of clustered data and infinitely-possible hyperplanes separating the data. Among the infinitely-
possible scenarios, we choose a hyperplane which maximizes the margin (as shown in the middle figure).
This results in a classifier or a regression model that has a better generalization with lower empirical risk
(which is defined as the average loss of an estimator for a finite set of data drawn from a bigger dataset). The
training of maximum-margin hyperplane classifier is achieved by solving a linearly constrained optimization
problem. The middle figure also shows the support vectors. These are data points that lie close to the
decision hyperplane/surface. They have direct bearing on the optimal location of the surface. Note that
the SVM-ROMs and SVR-ROMs depend only on these support vectors and all other points are ignored.
The bottom left figure shows an example of data that is not linearly separable. So we map the data on
to a higher dimensional space and then to use a linear classifier in the higher dimensional space, which is
shown in bottom right figure. This is the general idea behind the non-linear SVMs and SVRs. That is, we
map the original feature space to certain higher-dimensional feature space via a non-linear transformation
Φ : x→ φ(x). This transformation ensures that the underlying data is linearly separable and is performed
in ways that the resultant classifier/regression generalize well.
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The above formulation given by Eqs. 3.1–3.2 can be transformed into the dual optimization problem. Its
solution ysvr (SVR-ROMs), which is also called as ε-insensitive SVR decision function, is given as follows:
ysvr(x) =
nSupp∑
j=1
(
αj − α∗j
)K(x, xj) + b, such that 0 ≤ αj , α∗j ≤ P, ∀j = 1, 2, · · · , nSupp (3.3)
where αj , α∗j are the Lagrange multipliers enforcing the ε-insensitive loss function, nSupp is the number of
support vectors, xj are the support vectors, and K(x, xj) is the kernel function. This function computes the
inner product between mapped vectors in feature space φ(x). In this paper, we use Radial Basis Function
(RBF) kernel for both SVRs and SVMs. This is because the QoIs decrease or increase in an exponential
fashion (e.g., see Thm. 2.4). The RBF kernel uses Gaussian form given by:
K(x, xj) = exp
(−γ‖x− xj‖2) (3.4)
where γ is a user defined parameter, which corresponds to the smoothness of the decision surface. The
output of the RBF kernel depends upon the Euclidean distance between the test vector x and the support
vector xj , respectively. ‖x− xj‖ is a similarity measure, which tell us how far is a given input/feature from
a support vector.
Similar to SVR-ROMs, the constrained optimization (primal) problem for a two-class SVM-ROMs is
as follows: Given a training data xi ∈ Rp where i = 1, 2, · · · , n and labeled data y ∈ {+1,−1}n, then
minimize
w,b,ζ
1
2
〈w;w〉+ P
n∑
i=1
ζi (3.5)
subject to
{
yi (w • φ(xi) + b) ≥ 1− ζi
ζi ≥ 0, ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , n
(3.6)
The solution to Eqs. 3.5–3.6 is ysvm (SVR-ROMs), which is given as follows:
ysvm(x) = sgn
nSupp∑
j=1
yjαjK(x, xj) + b
 such that 0 ≤ αj ≤ P, ∀j = 1, 2, · · · ,nSupp (3.7)
However, as we have a multi-class classification problem (where the degree of mixing is classified into
four different classes), we use one-vs-one (OvO) strategy. Using this, the multi-class classification problem is
transformed into multiple binary classification problems. Additional parameters and constraints are added
to the optimization problem given by Eqs. 3.5–3.6 to handle the separation of the different classes. For a
4-way multi-class problem, we train 6 binary classifiers. Each classifier receives data related to a pair of
classes from the original training data set. Then, it will learn to distinguish these pair of classes. During
prediction, all the 6 binary classifiers are applied to an unseen test sample. The class that gets the highest
number of ‘+1’ predictions gets predicted by the combined classifier [34].
In this paper, the SVM-ROMs and SVR-ROMs are constructed and implemented using the ML al-
gorithms provided in the scikit-learn python software package [44]. Internally, scikit-learn uses libsvm and
liblinear libraries to handle all the optimization calculations [45,46]. However, it should be noted that the
constrained optimization problem and the decision function given by Eqs. (3.1)–(3.2) and (3.3) can produce
negative values for QoIs (even though the RBF kernel is non-negative). This is because αj can be less than
α∗j . In such a case, we clip the negative values. On the other hand, in the dual problem, one can enforce the
constraint that the weights/Lagrange multipliers ‘αj ≥ α∗j ’ and the bias ‘b ≥ 0’ to ensure non-negativity for
QoIs when constructing SVMs and SVRs using non-negative kernels. This involves changing the underlying
algorithms in libsvm and liblinear software packages, which is beyond the scope of the current paper.
We note that ML methods based on SVMs and SVRs are powerful and attractive to construct ROMs.
This is because they need less training data and provide decent prediction capabilities. Moreover, they can
quickly generate a good ML-model, if training data size is low (e.g., see Tab. 2 for time taken to construct
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SVM-ROMs and SVR-ROMs). Another advantage of SVMs and SVRs methods is that they have a unique
global minimizer [45,46]. Hence, robust solvers that exist to solve convex quadratic programming (CQP)
can be applied to solve Eqs. 3.1–3.2 and Eqs. 3.5–3.6. However, these SVM and SVR methods are time
consuming to solve if training data is very large. Their computational time and corresponding storage
requirements increase rapidly with the number of training samples. In our case, the computational cost of
libsvm-based CQP solver is typically between O(nfeatures × n2samples) and O(nfeatures × n3samples) [45,46].
Moreover, the kernel selection is challenging if the underlying physics is unknown. Algorithm 1 summarizes
the steps involved in the implementation of the proposed ML methodology for the transient fast irreversible
bimolecular diffusive-reactive systems.
4. RESULTS
The proposed ML framework was applied to analyze 2315 numerical simulations for predicting the QoIs
using Algorithm 1 outlined in Sec. 3. Each high-fidelity numerical simulation is obtained for a different set
of reaction-diffusion model input parameters. The varied input parameters are: longitudinal-to-transverse
anisotropic dispersion ratio αLαT , molecular diffusivity Dm, perturbation parameter of the underlying vortex-
based velocity field v0, and velocity field characteristic scales κfL and T . The values corresponding
to the varied input parameters are: v0 =
[
1, 10−1, 10−2, 10−3, 10−4
]
, αLαT =
[
1, 101, 102, 103, 104
]
, Dm =[
10−8, 10−1, 10−2, 10−3
]
, κfL = [2, 3, 4, 5], and T =
[
1× 10−4, 2× 10−4, 3× 10−4, 4× 10−4, 5× 10−4]. In
our finite element simulations, αL = 1 and αT is varied accordingly. The model domain is discretized by
low-order structured triangular finite elements with 81 nodes on each side. The corresponding triangular
finite element mesh is of size 81× 81. Analysis is performed using a uniform time step equal to 0.001. The
end time for finite element simulation is equal to 1.0. That is, the total number of time steps is equal to
1000. Non-negative finite element method described in Sec. 2 ensures that the obtained concentrations are
non-negative and satisfy the discrete maximum principle.
Examples obtained from non-negative FEM simulations and proposed ML framework are presented in
Figs. 4–15. Figs. 4–5 show the concentration of invariant-F and invariant-G at times t = 0.1, 0.5, and
1.0 by varying the input parameter κfL. Other input parameters which are held constant are αLαT = 10
4,
vo = 10
−1, T = 1 × 10−4, and Dm = 10−3. αLαT = 104 correspond to high anisotropy and Dm = 10−3
correspond to low molecular diffusivity. High anisotropic contrast means less mixing across the streamlines.
At t = 1.0 (which is the final time of the FEM simulation), we can observed that for higher values of κfL,
invariant-F and G spreads across the entire domain. For low values of κfL, for example when κfL = 2,
there are certain regions in the domain where invariant-F and G doesn’t diffuse. Fig. 4(c,f) and Fig. 5(c,f)
show distinctive regions where cF and cG is equal to zero and one. These regions are roughly located at
the center of the vortex structures. From these figures, one can conclude that to enhance species mixing
for low molecular diffusivity and high anisotropic dispersion contrast, we need the input parameter κfL to
be high. This means, we need the system to be chaotic (more vortices) to enhance mixing when anisotropy
is high.
Figs. 6–8 show the concentration of species A, B, and C at times t = 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0. Note that
these non-negative concentrations are derived from cF and cG through Eqs. (2.6a)–(2.6c). From Fig. 6,
it is clear that species A is not consumed in its entirety for t ∈ [0, 1]. Moreover, at lower values of κfL,
a considerable amount of species A remains in the left half of the domain compared to higher values of
κfL. Similar to species A, from Fig. 7 it is clear that species B is not consumed in its entirety for lower
values of κfL resulting in incomplete mixing. This is because of low molecular diffusivity and very high
anisotropic dispersion. If there was no anisotropy, towards the end of simulation time, we will have uniform
mixing/reaction along the longitudinal and transverse directions [39]. However, anisotropy hinders uniform
mixing (which is what these figures summarize). As a result, towards the end of the FEM simulation time,
we see incomplete/preferential mixing. For higher κfL values, we see more of species B being consumed in
the right half of the domain. From Fig. 8, it is clear that for smaller values of κfL, less amount of product
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Algorithm 1 Overview of physics-informed machine learning framework for reactive-mixing
1: Input for non-negative FEM simulations: Time step ∆t; total time of interest I; stoichiometric coefficients;
initial and boundary conditions for the chemical species A, B, and C; finite element mesh parameters; model
parameters for anisotropic reaction-diffusion equation αLαT , Dm, v0, κfL, and T .
2: Input for feature analysis: Number of neighbors to use for MI estimation, the number of trees in the forest,
criterion to measure the quality of a split for each node during the construction of the tree, minimum number of
training samples required to split an internal node in a tree, minimum number of training samples required to be
at a leaf node, and maximum number of features considered when looking for the best split in a tree construction.
3: Input for ML-ROMs construction: Penalty parameter to prevent over-fitting P, RBF kernel coefficient γ,
and tolerance for stopping criterion ε.
4: Calculate initial and boundary conditions for the non-negative invariants cF and cG using Eqs. (2.3a)–(2.3b).
5: Solve for invariant concentrations cF and cG for all times.
6: Calculate cminF , c
max
F , c
min
G and c
max
G based on discrete maximum principles and the non-negative constraint.
7: for n = 0, 1, · · · , (NumTimeSteps− 1) do
8: Call optimization-based diffusion with decay solver to obtain c(n+1)F :
minimize
c
(n+1)
F ∈Rndofs
1
2
〈
c
(n+1)
F ;Kc
(n+1)
F
〉
−
〈
c
(n+1)
F ;f
(n+1)
F
〉
− 1
∆t
〈
c
(n+1)
F ; c
(n)
F
〉
subject to cminF 1  c(n+1)F  cmaxF 1
9: Call optimization-based diffusion with decay solver to obtain c(n+1)G :
minimize
c
(n+1)
G ∈Rndofs
1
2
〈
c
(n+1)
G ;Kc
(n+1)
G
〉
−
〈
c
(n+1)
G ;f
(n+1)
G
〉
− 1
∆t
〈
c
(n+1)
G ; c
(n)
G
〉
subject to cminG 1  c(n+1)G  cmaxG 1
10: whereK is the symmetric positive definite coefficient matrix, ndofs is the number of degrees of freedom, 〈•; •〉
represents the standard inner-product on Euclidean spaces, 1 denotes a vector of ones of size ndofs× 1, and
the symbol  represents the component-wise inequality for vectors.
11: end for
12: Get non-negative solutions for cA, cB , and cC using Eqs. (2.6a)–(2.6c).
13: From cA, cB , and cC , calculate QoIs from Eqs. (2.22)–(2.24).
14: Construct and preprocess the features for QoIs. Scale the processed features to a range of [0, 1]. Features that
correspond to QoIs include T , log[αLαT ], κfL, log[vo], and Dm.
15: Perform the feature importance using F-test, MI-criteria, and Random Forests.
16: Construct the SVM-ROMs and SVR-ROMs for QoIs on training dataset by solving the following minimization
problem:
minimize
w,b,ζ,ζ∗
1
2
〈w;w〉+ P
n∑
i=1
(ζi + ζ
∗
i ) (3.8)
subject to

yi −w • φ(xi)− b ≤ ε+ ζi
w • φ(xi) + b− yi ≤ ε+ ζ∗i
ζi, ζ
∗
i ≥ 0, ∀i = 1, 2, · · ·n
(3.9)
17: The explicit function form for SVM-ROMs and SVR-ROMs for each chemical species is given as follows:
• SVM-ROMs: ysvm(x) = sgn
nSupp∑
j=1
yjαjK(x, xj) + b

• SVR-ROMs: ysvr(x) =
nSupp∑
j=1
(
αj − α∗j
)K(x, xj) + b
• SVM and SVR Kernels: K(x, xj) = exp
(−γ‖x− xj‖2)
such that 0 ≤ αj , α∗j ≤ P, ∀j = 1, 2, · · · nSupp
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C is formed. As κfL increases, we can see that the product formation increases and the number of vortex
regions with zero concentration decrease (even under high anisotropy). This is because the velocity field
contains a lot of small-scale vortices that are spread across the domain. These small-scale vortex structures
enhance mixing even under low molecular diffusivity and high anisotropy.
Fig. 9 shows the average of concentration ci, average of square of concentration ci, and degree of mixing
σ2i as a function of time for all three species A,B, and C. Plots are shown for all the realizations, which
are depicted in light blue, light magenta, and light green colors. The solid blue, magenta, and green lines
are the average of all the realization at each time level, which are scaling QoIs. Note that all QoIs are
normalized and lie between [0, 1]. From these figures, it is clear that ln[ci] ∝ t, ln[ci] ∝ t, and ln[σ2i ] ∝ t.
This means that the QoIs decrease (for reactants) or increase (for product) with time in an exponential
manner, approximately. Also, it can be observed from Fig. 9(a,b,d,e) that for t ∈ [0.2, 1.0], the average of
concentration and average of square of concentration of reactants decrease at a much faster rate, resulting in
high product yield. This is because at later time, the effect of molecular diffusion comes into play resulting
in enhanced mixing. A system is well-mixed if the degree of mixing is closer to 0.0 and segregated if the
degree of mixing is closer to 1.0. From Fig. 9(g,h,i), it clear that the chaotic nature of the flow field and
molecular diffusion make the reactive-diffusive system progress towards a uniformly mixed state.
We performed a simple exponential analysis on QoIs [47] to see the scaling exponent dependence on
input parameters. For example, Fig. 10 provides the relationship between scaling exponent and input
parameters for degree of mixing for species A, B, and C. The exponential coefficients are obtained through
a naive fit by an exponential function. Lower value for scaling exponent means the system has mixed well
while higher value implies the system is segregated or mixed incompletely. Then, k-means clustering is
performed on these scaling exponents to identify the features that demarcate high and low mixing states.
k-means clustering aims to partition a set of observations into k clusters in which each observation belongs
to the cluster with the nearest mean. This helps the user to understand the natural grouping or structure
in a dataset. Elbow method [48] is used to identify the appropriate number of clusters (which is the k
in k-means clustering). This method looks at the percentage of variance explained as a function of the
number of clusters. Percentage of variance explained is the ratio of the variance between the cluster groups
to the total variance. For our case, we found k = 4 to be optimal as it satisfies the elbow criterion [48].
Meaning that, beyond k = 4 the marginal gain in the percentage of variance is low. Fig. 10 provides the
clustering details for this value of k. Each color represents a cluster. Among the various sub-figures in
Fig. 10, scaling exponent vs. log[αLαT ] (see Fig. 10(d,e,f)) for species A, B, and C provide the most useful
and interesting insight. Other sub-figures do not provide much insight into the relationship between scaling
exponent vs. remaining input parameters (which are T , κfL, log[vo], and Dm). A main inference from
Fig. 10(d,e,f) is that for lower values of log [αLαT ], the scaling exponent is low (≈ −20). Meaning that,
enhanced mixing occurs when αL ≈ αT , which is in accordance with the physics of reactive-mixing [38,39].
Reaction-diffusion system tends to be more diffusive along streamlines if anisotropy is low. As the ratio of
αL
αT
increases, we see incomplete/preferential mixing due to high anisotropy.
Quantitatively, to have detailed grasp and contribution of each input parameter in understanding mixing
process, we perform feature importance. Three different types of feature selection methods are studied
for consistency. These include F-test, MI criteria, and RF. Entire simulation data is used as there is
no QoI prediction involved in using F-test and MI criteria methods. For RF method, 1620 simulations
(which is approx. 70%) are used for training and remaining 695 simulations are used for testing the
feature importance. All training samples are given equal weights during tree construction. Samples are not
bootstrap when building trees. Out-of-bag samples are used to estimate the generalization accuracy (which
is R2-score) of feature selection using RF. In our case, the generalized R2-score for testing the RF model
for feature importance is 0.88. The inputs values for these feature selection methods are as follows: Number
of neighbors to use for MI estimation is equal to 3. For RF, analysis is performed for different number of
trees in the forest. These are equal to 5, 100, and 250. Gini criterion [49,50] is used to measure the quality
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of a split for each node during the construction of the tree. Minimum number of training samples required
to split an internal node in a tree is equal to 2. Minimum number of training samples required to be at a
leaf node is equal to 1. Maximum number of features considered when looking for the best split in a tree
construction is equal to 4.
Figs. 11–13 show the feature importances using F-test, MI criteria, and RF. Fig. 11 shows the use of
forests of trees, which fit a number of randomized decision trees on different sub-samples of the data to
evaluate the relative importance of model inputs. The color bars indicated the feature importances of the
RF, along with their inter-tree variability. To summarize, all the three methods consistently tell us that
log [αLαT ] is the most important feature and T being the least important. After log [
αL
αT
], next important
features are in the following order Dm, κfL, log [v0], and T . F-test shows that κfL and log [v0] are not that
relevant (see Fig. 12). From Fig. 13, MI-criteria tells us that a steep decrease in the feature importance
from log [αLαT ] to Dm is observed, which is agreement with RF and F-test. However, there is a gradual
decrease in feature importance from Dm to T , which is in contrast with feature importances from RF and
F-test. To conclude, feature importance is in accordance with the physics of mixing as log [αLαT ] and κfL
mainly controls the spread of chemical species during initial stages. At later times, molecular diffusivity Dm
becomes the major mechanism to enhance mixing between reactants A and B resulting in higher product
yield.
Based on the feature importance results, we compare the predictive capabilities of SVM-ROMs and SVR-
ROMs constructed based on Algorithm 1. Two different set of ROMs are constructed for QoIs classification
and regression. First, set of ROMs are based all features and second set of ROMs are built on top three
features (which are log [αLαT ], Dm, and κfL). Analysis is performed for different values of SVM-ROM
and SVR-ROM parameters and different sizes of training data. Values assumed for ROM construction
in Eqns. 3.1–3.4 are as follows: Penalty parameter P = [1, 10, 102, 103, 104], RBF kernel coefficients γ =
[0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001], and tolerance for stopping criterion ε = [0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001]. For SVM-ROMs
based on OVR, all the four classes that represent mixing states are given equal weights. ROMs are trained
on different sizes of simulation data. The total size of the input data is 2, 315, 000× 6 and the total size of
output data is 2, 315, 000× 1. Three different ROMs are constructed using 1%, 5%, and 30% of input data,
which correspond to approximately 23, 115, and 694 simulation data. Tables. 1–2 summarizes the ensemble
average prediction accuracy of SVM-ROMs and SVR-ROMs on different sizes of training data and different
ROM construction parameters.
Table. 1 also shows the number of support vectors contained in the SVM and SVR-ROMs. Support
vectors tell us about the storage requirements of the model on a laptop. Note that only a fraction of
entire simulation data points are the support vectors. These support vectors form the basis for the ROMs.
They are obtained by solving the minimization problem given by Eqns. 3.1–3.2. However, the storage
requirements and model complexity of SVM and SVR-ROMs increase very quickly with the number of
training samples. In addition, the ROM construction time also increases rapidly with increase in size of
training data. This may be seen as a downside of SVMs and SVR. But from Table. 2 it is evident that
the classification and prediction accuracy of various ROMs outweighs the drawbacks. For instance, less
training data (≤ 5%) is needed to get decent prediction capability (R2-score greater than 0.85). Moreover,
the methodology to construct a ROM has firm physical and mathematical underpinnings. It should be
noted that these ROMs are constructed on a laptop. The time to construct ROMs can be accelerated
by either using a GPU or multi-core HPC machines, which is beyond the scope of current paper. The
corresponding processor speed for the laptop on which ROMs are developed is 3.1 GHz, total number of
cores utilized is 2, and maximum memory used in 16 GB.
The computational cost to run a high-fidelity numerical simulation and post-process the solution to
obtain QoIs is approximately 26 mins on a single core and 18 mins on a eight core processor (Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU E5-2695 v4 2.10GHz). The data produced from each simulation is of size 2.2 GB. For all
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Table 1. Summary of the ROM construction using SVMs and SVRs using all features and top
three features.
Description
No. of simulations (% of input data) Size of samples Support Vectors (SV)
Training ROMs Testing ROMs Training Testing No. of SV % of training data used as SV
ROM-1 23 (1%) 2292 (99%) 23,150 2,291,850 1158 points 5% of 23 simulations
ROM-2 115 (5%) 2200 (95%) 115,750 2,199,250 48,136 points 42% of 115 simulations
ROM-3 694 (30%) 1621 (70%) 694,500 1,620,500 212,212 points 30% of 694 simulations
Table 2. Summary of performance of proposed ROMs for classifying and predicting mixing states
using all features and top three features. F1-score for classification and R2-score for regression.
ROM construction time is also provided.
Description
F1/R2-score based on all features F1/R2-score based on top three features ROM construction time
Classification Regression Classification Regression Classification Regression
ROM-1 0.86 0.85 0.84 0.84 110 seconds 120 seconds
ROM-2 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.88 1.1 hours 1.15 hours
ROM-3 0.93 0.91 0.91 0.90 14.8 hours 15.1 hours
realizations, the output from FEM simulations is approximately 5.1 TB. The resulting QoIs from post-
processing the simulation data is of size 1.2 GB. The maximum size to store SVM and SVR-ROMs is
approximately 100 KB (which includes the support vectors). For QoI calculations, this corresponds to a
compression ratio close to 8.3 × 10−5 (as these ROMs can be thought as a compressed version of post-
processed FEM data). In addition, the computational time to compute QoIs using SVM and SVR-ROMs
in the O(10−3) seconds, which is another advantage of using these ROMs in addition to their predictive
capability. Hence, the ROMs provide QoIs approximately 107 faster than running a high-fidelity numerical
simulation.
Fig. 14 shows the prediction of SVR-ROMs on randomly selected test data. The ground truth obtained
from high-resolution numerical simulations are shown as markers/points. The color band denotes the upper
and lower prediction estimates obtained from SVR-ROM ensembles by varying P, γ, and ε. The solid line is
the ensemble average of SVR-ROM predictions. From this figure, it is clear that the SVR-ROMs consistently
predict various QoIs with high accuracy. The R2-score for ROMs prediction on these unseen data is greater
than 0.9. Fig. 15 shows the prediction of SVR-ROMs for scaling QoIs, which is an ensemble average of
QoIs across all realizations. As mentioned previously, the ground truth is shown as markers. SVR-ROM
predictions are shown by solid line and color band, respectively. From these figures, it clear that SVR-
ROMs are able to predict the scaling law trends of QoIs for species A and B, accurately. Quantitatively,
SVR-ROMs deviate when predicting scaling QoIs for species C. However, qualitatively, SVR-ROMs are
able to predict the trends observed in scaling QoIs for species C. To summarize, the proposed ML method
to construct ROMs has high prediction accuracy, lower computational time for prediction with minimal
loss of information, and substantially reduces the data storage requirements.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Identifying the important features that influence the progress of reactive-mixing and accurately predict-
ing its state is important to reactive-transport applications. This includes accounting for species decay and
product formation over time. In this paper, our results demonstrate the applicability of SVM-ROMs and
SVR-ROMs to efficiently and accurately emulate the mixing state of the reaction-diffusion system under
high anisotropy. We have presented estimates (e.g., upper and lower bounds) on species decay, product
formation, and degree of mixing. From these estimates, we inferred that the species decay and mix in an
exponential fashion with respect to time. This inference formed the basis for choosing radial basis function
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kernels for developing SVM-ROMs and SVR-ROMs for classifying and predicting the progress of reactive-
mixing. The ROMs are constructed based on high-fidelity reactive-mixing model output data generated
using a parallel non-negative finite element solver. The numerical solution procedure ensures that all the
computed QoIs are non-negative even under high anisotropy. Feature importance is performed using F-test,
mutual information criteria, and random forests methods to identify dominant features that contribute to
the mixing process. We identified that that anisotropic dispersion strength/contrast is the most important
feature and time-scale associated with flipping of velocity is the least important feature. The character-
istic spatial-scale associated of the vortex-based velocity field is another important feature that influences
reactive-mixing. We observed that as the spatial-scale κfL increases, the product formation increases even
under high anisotropy. This was because the model velocity field consisted of a lot of small-scale vortices
that are spread across the domain. These small-scale vortex structures enhanced mixing even under low
molecular diffusivity and high anisotropy. We also demonstrated the predictive capability of ROMs under
limited data. The ROMs showed that good prediction (≥ 90%) can be obtained with less than 5% of
training data. This is because the RBF kernel in SVM-ROMs and SVR-ROMs was able to capture the
important aspects of the reactive-mixing. Moreover, these ROMs were approximately 107 times faster than
running a high-fidelity numerical simulation to compute QoIs. This makes our the physics-informed ma-
chine learning ROMs ideal for usage in comprehensive uncertainty quantification studies. Our future work
includes developing ROMs based on the recent advances in physics-informed/constrained deep learning
methods [28,51–55].
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Species-A Species-B
Barrier
L
L
c0A = 1 c
0
B = 1
hpi (x; t) = 0
fi = 0 fi = 0
(a) Problem description
(b) Species A: Initial condition (c) Species B: Initial condition
Figure 1. Species mixing due to perturbed vortex-based flow: A pictorial description of the
initial boundary value problem. The length of the domain ‘L’ is assumed to be equal to 1. Zero
flux boundary conditions are enforced on all sides of the domain (hpi (x, t) = 0.0). Initially species
A is on the left part of the domain while the species B is on the right part of the domain. They are
initially separated by a barrier and are allowed to mix after time t > 0 according to the velocity field
given by Eqs. (2.20)–(2.21). Their initial concentrations are both equal to 1, respectively as shown
in bottom two figures. The volumetric sources for all the chemical species are assumed to be equal
to zero.
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κfL = 1 κfL = 2 κfL = 3 κfL = 4 κfL = 5
v0 = 1:0
v0 = 10−1
v0 = 10−2
v0 = 10−3
v0 = 10−4
(a) νT ≤ t < (ν + 1
2
)
T
κfL = 1 κfL = 2 κfL = 3 κfL = 4 κfL = 5
v0 = 1:0
v0 = 10−1
v0 = 10−2
v0 = 10−3
v0 = 10−4
(b)
(
ν + 1
2
)
T ≤ t < (ν + 1)T
Figure 2. Large-scale and small-scale structures of velocity field: The top and bottom figures
show the streamlines and associated velocity vectors for different values of v0 and κfL. For larger
values of κfL, we have more number of vortices. This means we have a lot of small-scale structures.
For low values of κfL, we have less number of vortices.
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Figure 3. Pictorial description of Support Vectors: This figure provides a pictorial description of
how SVMs and SVRs work.
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(a) κfL = 2 and t = 0.1 (b) κfL = 2 and t = 0.5 (c) κfL = 2 and t = 1.0
(d) κfL = 3 and t = 0.1 (e) κfL = 3 and t = 0.5 (f) κfL = 3 and t = 1.0
(g) κfL = 4 and t = 0.1 (h) κfL = 4 and t = 0.5 (i) κfL = 4 and t = 1.0
(j) κfL = 5 and t = 0.1 (k) κfL = 5 and t = 0.5 (l) κfL = 5 and t = 1.0
Figure 4. Concentration contours of invariant-F : These figures show the concentration of
invariant-F at times t = 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0 for various values of κfL.
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(a) κfL = 2 and t = 0.1 (b) κfL = 2 and t = 0.5 (c) κfL = 2 and t = 1.0
(d) κfL = 3 and t = 0.1 (e) κfL = 3 and t = 0.5 (f) κfL = 3 and t = 1.0
(g) κfL = 4 and t = 0.1 (h) κfL = 4 and t = 0.5 (i) κfL = 4 and t = 1.0
(j) κfL = 5 and t = 0.1 (k) κfL = 5 and t = 0.5 (l) κfL = 5 and t = 1.0
Figure 5. Concentration contours of invariant-G: These figures show the concentration of
invariant-G at times t = 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0 for various values of κfL.
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(a) κfL = 2 and t = 0.1 (b) κfL = 2 and t = 0.5 (c) κfL = 2 and t = 1.0
(d) κfL = 3 and t = 0.1 (e) κfL = 3 and t = 0.5 (f) κfL = 3 and t = 1.0
(g) κfL = 4 and t = 0.1 (h) κfL = 4 and t = 0.5 (i) κfL = 4 and t = 1.0
(j) κfL = 5 and t = 0.1 (k) κfL = 5 and t = 0.5 (l) κfL = 5 and t = 1.0
Figure 6. Concentration contours of species A: These figures show the concentration of species
A at times t = 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0. Other input parameters are αLαT = 10
4, vo = 10−1, T = 0.1, and
Dm = 10
−3. From the above figures, it is clear that species A is not consumed in its entirety for
t ∈ [0, 1]. Moreover, at lower values of κfL considerable amount of species A remains in the left half
of the domain as compared to higher values of κfL.
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(a) κfL = 2 and t = 0.1 (b) κfL = 2 and t = 0.5 (c) κfL = 2 and t = 1.0
(d) κfL = 3 and t = 0.1 (e) κfL = 3 and t = 0.5 (f) κfL = 3 and t = 1.0
(g) κfL = 4 and t = 0.1 (h) κfL = 4 and t = 0.5 (i) κfL = 4 and t = 1.0
(j) κfL = 5 and t = 0.1 (k) κfL = 5 and t = 0.5 (l) κfL = 5 and t = 1.0
Figure 7. Concentration contours of species B: These figures show the concentration of species
B at times t = 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0. Other input parameters are αLαT = 10
4, vo = 10−1, T = 0.1, and
Dm = 10
−3. Similar to species A, species B is not consumed in its entirety for t ∈ [0, 1]. For higher
κfL values, we see more of species B being consumed in right half of the domain. From this figure,
it is clear that for enhanced mixing, we need small-scale structures in the velocity field (meaning
higher values of κfL).
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(a) κfL = 2 and t = 0.1 (b) κfL = 2 and t = 0.5 (c) κfL = 2 and t = 1.0
(d) κfL = 3 and t = 0.1 (e) κfL = 3 and t = 0.5 (f) κfL = 3 and t = 1.0
(g) κfL = 4 and t = 0.1 (h) κfL = 4 and t = 0.5 (i) κfL = 4 and t = 1.0
(j) κfL = 5 and t = 0.1 (k) κfL = 5 and t = 0.5 (l) κfL = 5 and t = 1.0
Figure 8. Concentration contours of species C: These figures show the concentration of product
C at times t = 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0. Other input parameters are αLαT = 10
4, vo = 10−1, T = 0.1, and
Dm = 10
−3. From the above figures it is clear that for smaller values of κfL, product C concentration
is zero in certain regions. As κfL increases, we can see that number of regions with zero product
C concentration decrease. This is because the velocity field contains a lot of small-scale vortices
that are spread across the domain. These small-scale vortex structures present in the velocity field
enhance mixing even when the values of molecular diffusivity is small and anisotropic dispersivity is
large.
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(i) σ2C =
〈c2C〉−〈cC〉2
max[〈c2C〉−〈cC〉2]
Figure 9. Quantities of Interest for species A, B, and C: These figures show average of con-
centration ci, average of square of concentration ci, and degree of mixing σ2i as a function of time
for all three species A,B,C. Plots are shown for all the realizations, which are depicted in light
blue, light magenta, and light green colors. The solid blue, magenta, and green lines are the average
of all the realization at each time level. From these figures, it is clear that ln[ci] ∝ t, ln[ci] ∝ t,
and ln[σ2i ] ∝ t for t ∈ [0.2, 1.0]. This means that the QoIs decrease with time in an exponential
manner, approximately. For t ∈ [0.2, 1.0], in general, the average of concentration and average of
square of concentration decreases at a much faster rate, resulting in high product yield. To see which
input parameters contribute for significant decrease in degree of mixing of species A, B, and C, we
perform feature importance using random forests, F-test, mutual information criteria, and k-means
clustering on scaling exponent with respect to input parameters.
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Figure 10. k-means clustering to identify salient (high and low) mixing features: These figures
show the relationship between scaling exponent and input parameters. A main inference from these
figures is that for lower values of log [αLαT ], the scaling exponent is low. Meaning that, enhanced
mixing occurs when αL ≈ αT . As the ratio of αLαT increases, we see incomplete mixing due to high
anisotropy.
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(i) Species C: No. of trees = 250
Figure 11. Feature importance using Random Forests: These figures show the use of forests of
trees, which fit a number of randomized decision trees on different sub-samples of the data to evaluate
the relative importance of model inputs. The color bars indicated the feature importances of the
random forests, along with their inter-tree variability. It is clear that log [αLαT ] is the most important
feature and T being the least important. After log [αLαT ], Dm is the next informative feature. The
parameters κfL and log [vo] are important features after Dm.
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(f) Species B: σ2B
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(i) Species C: σ2C
Figure 12. Feature importance using F-test: These figures show relative importance of five dif-
ferent input parameters using F-test. Similar to random forests, F-test indicates that log [αLαT ] and
T are the most important and least important features. On the other hand, compared to random
forests, F-test shows that κfL and log [vo] are also not relevant.
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(b) Species B: σ2B
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(c) Species C: σ2C
Figure 13. Feature importance using MI-criteria: These figures show the relative importance of
model inputs using mutual information criteria for degree of mixing of species A, B, and C. Similar
to random forests and F-test, MI-criteria shows that log [αLαT ] is the most important feature among
all input parameters. Next important features are in the following order Dm, κfL, log [vo], and T .
One can observe a steep decrease in the feature importance from log [αLαT ] to Dm, which is accordance
with random forests and F-test. However, there is a gradual decrease in feature importance from
Dm to T , which is in contrast with feature importances from random forests and F-test.
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(f) Species B: σ2B
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Figure 14. Prediction of SVR-ROMs for various QoIs: These figures shows the prediction of SVR-
ROMs on randomly sampled unused realizations. The R2-score for ROMs prediction on unseen data
is greater than 0.9, which instills confidence in our SVR-ROMs capability for QoIs prediction.
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(c) Species A: σ2A
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(f) Species B: σ2B
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Figure 15. Scaling law prediction using SVR-ROMs: These figures show the prediction of SVR-
ROMs for scaling quantities of interest, which are average of concentration, average of square of
concentration, and degree of mixing of species A, B, and C. From the above figures, qualitatively
and quantitatively, it clear that SVR-ROMs are able to predict the scaling law trends of QoIs for
species A and B, accurately. Quantitatively, SVR-ROMs deviate when predicting scaling QoIs for
species C. However, qualitatively, SVR-ROMs are able to predict the trends observed in scaling
quantities of interest for species C.
